In this work we describe a general class of dispersive N-body hamiltonians for which we prove the HWZ theorem and a Mourre estimate outside a closed and countable set of energies called thresholds. As a consequence of the Mourre estimate we prove a strong form of the limiting absorption principle which implies absence of singular continuous spectrum and gives criteria of local smoothness.
Introduction
The basic hamiltonian describing N non-relativistic interacting particles is: . This theorem says that the bottom of the essential spectrum of a non-relativistic multi-particle operator is determined by the two-cluster decompositions of the system of particles. In LSV] Lewis, Siedentop 1 and Vugalter show that the result still holds for multi-particle relativistic hamiltonians too, in this case the kinetic energy ?1 2m i x i being replaced by (? x i + m 2 i ) 1=2 . A fundamental step in the study of more subtle spectral properties of N-body Schr odinger operators H is the proof that they obey a Mourre estimate at all non-threshold points. The rst proof of this result is due to Mourre M] for N = 3 and to Perry, Sigal and Simon PSS] for general N; these proofs were simpli ed afterwards by Froese-Herbst F-H] .
Our purpose here is to prove HWZ theorem and the Mourre estimate (outside a set of points called thresholds) for a rather general class of N-body dispersive systems, i.e. for hamiltonians of the form H = h(P) + X i<j V ij (x i ? x j )
where P = ?ir and h is a continuous and divergent at in nity function.
In particular, the relativistic and non-relativistic hamiltonians are included. The class of interactions that we consider is sensibly more general then usual, e.g. they can be non local and quite singular. In the case of relativistic operators the Coulomb potentials are allowed.
The rst proof that a dispersive N-body operator satis es a Mourre estimate is due to Derezinski D] but his hypotheses contain implicit conditions which are di cult to check on examples. After this Gerard G] gave a new proof of the estimate for what he called \regular dispersive systems". Both proofs are geometric in nature being natural extensions of the proof of Froese and Herbst. Also the proof of the HWZ theorem in the relativistic case due to Lewis, Siedentop and Vugalter follows the geometric ideas introduced by Zislin in this context (see CFKS]).
In this paper we use quite di erent methods, namely the C ?algebra techniques introduced in BG1], BG2] that require neither partitions of unity in con guration space nor equations of Weinberg-van Winter type. Then not only the results that we obtain are more general than the previous one but also the proofs seem to us simpler and less technical.
As a consequence of the Mourre estimate we get absence of singular continuous spectrum, discreteness of eigenvalues outside the thresholds and local (outside the thresholds) H-smoothness of operators decaying like < x > ?s for all s > 1=2.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we introduce the algebraic framework in which our investigations will be done. The main results of section 3 are Theorem 3.1, which is a general criterion for an operator to be a liated to the C ?algebra T , 2 and the dispersive HWZ theorem. We also show that the N-body relativistic hamiltonians with Coulomb interactions are covered by our general results. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the Mourre estimate for a rather general class of N-body dispersive systems. Our conditions (both on the kinetic energy and on the interactions) are of the same nature as those of C. Gerard but are simpler and more general.
Preliminaries
2.1. Throughout this paper L denotes a nite lattice, i.e. a nite partially ordered set such that for any two elements a; b 2 L their upper and lower bounds a _ b, a^b exist in L . In the usual setting of the N-body problem L is the lattice of partitions of the set f1; 2; :::; Ng. The order relation in L is denoted a b and a < b means strict inequality; a min (resp. a max ) are the least (resp. the largest) element of L . We denote by L (2) the set of maximal elements of L n fa max g(in the N-body case this is the set of two-cluster partitions).
2.2. Let X be a nite dimensional real vector space equipped with a volume element dx, i.e. dx is a translation invariant positive Radon measure on X. Equivalently, one may give a non zero element e of the exterior product V n X (n = dimX) and if (e 1 ; :::; e n ) is a basis in X such that e 1^: ::^e n = e then one sets R fdx = R IR n f(x 1 e 1 +:::+x n e n )dx 1 :::dx n . Then H (X) will be the Hilbert space L 2 (X; dx) and we denote IB(X) (resp. IK(X)) the C -algebra of bounded (resp. compact ) operators in H (X). Note that IB(X) and IK(X) do not depend on the choice of the volume element.
Let X be the dual space of X. The Fourier transformation of a function f : X ! I C is the function F f b ii) X a + X b = X a_b and X a \ X b = X a_b ; iii) X amax = X a min = X and X a min = X amax = f0g.
Then for each a we have a canonical factorization
If S 2 IB(X a ), T 2 IB(X a ) we shall denote by S a T the operator in H (X) which corresponds to S T by the preceding isomorphism. If C 1 IB(X a ) and C 2 IB(X a ) are C -subalgebras, we denote by C 1 a C 2 the C -subalgebra of IB(X) generated by the operators of the form S a T with S 2 C 1 , T 2 C 2 . For each a 2 L ,we introduce now the following C -subalgebra of IB(X) :
and for each a 2 L we de ne:
The sums which appear in the r.h.s have to be interpreted in the vector space sense. Note the following particular cases : T (a min ) = T(X), T (a max ) = IK(X) .
The main property of these spaces are: T is a C -algebra, T (a)T (b) T (a _ b) for each a; b 2 L , the preceding sums are direct in the Banach space sense and each T a is a C -subalgebra of T .
These assertions can be proved without di culty by mimicking the proof of Theorem 2.1 from BGS] (or see chapter 9 in ABG]). These facts can also be deduced from the more general formalism developed in BG3] by observing that there are canonical isomorphisms between the algebras T (a) and the algebras denoted C (X a ) in section 2 of BG3] (see pages [35] [36] . This is interesting because it shows that the C -algebras T (a) depend only on the choice of the subspace X a of X; if other choices for the volume element on X a and for the supplementary space X a are made then we get the same algebras T (a).
If b a then X b X a and we put X a b = X a \ X b so X a = X b X a b . We equip X a b with the volume element dx a b associated to dx a and dx b by the rule dx a = dx b dx a b and we de ne:
The tensor product here is relative to the factorization L
(X a b ). We then have the following relation : T a = T a a T(X a ).
2.5. Let S (X) be the space of rapidly decreasing test function and S (X) its adjoint space, the space of temperate distributions on X. The operators f(Q) and g(P) have natural extensions to the space S (X) if f and g are of class C 1 and are polynomially bounded together with all their derivatives. We denote j : j some euclidean norms on X or X and we put < x >= (1 + j x j 2 ) 1 2 . This allows us to de ne the operators < Q > s and < P > s for any s 2 IR; they act in the space S (X). Then we de ne the Sobolev spaces H s (X) = ff 2 S (X) j < P > s f 2 H (X)g with the natural topology. These spaces do not depend on the chosen norms.
We introduce now a class of weighted Sobolev spaces. Let 2 C 1 0 (X) be such that (x) > 0 if 2 ?1 < j x j < 2 and (x) = 0 otherwise. Choose one more function 2 C 1 0 (X) such that (x) > 0 if j x j < 1. 
A Dispersive HWZ Theorem
We describe now some explicit classes of self -adjoint operators a liated to T . We shall keep the notations introduced above. Let us x a continuous function h : X ! IR such that h(k) ?! +1 as j k j ! 1. We denote by H 0 the self-adjoint operator h(P) in the Hilbert space H (X). Since h is bounded from below H 0 is bounded from below too.
Recall the canonical isomorphism X = X a X a . For each a 2 L , we de ne h a : X a ! IR by h a (k a ) = inffh(k a + k a ) j k a 2 X a g. Observe that h a is continuous and divergent at in nity. Then let H h (X a ) be the form domain in H (X a ) of the operator h a (P a ) (we denote by P a the momentum operator in H (X a )) equipped with the graph norm < f; (1 + j h a (P a ) j)f > 1=2 . After identifying H (X a ) and H (X a ) we get:
We shall consider hamiltonians H of the form H = H 0 + V with perturbations of the form V = P a V a a 1 where a is the tensor product determined by the factorization H (X) = H (X a ) H (X a ) and V a is a sesquilinear form in H (X a ). Since H (X a min ) = I C, V a min is a real constant.
The next Lemma allows us to de ne the total hamiltonian for the interactions we have in mind.
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Lemma 3.1 Let V a be a symmetric form on H (X a ) which is h a (P a )-form bounded with relative bound 0. Then V a = V a a 1 is a symmetric form in H (X), h(P)-form bounded with relative bound equal to .
Proof. By hypothesis, V a is a continuous sesquilinear form on the Hilbert space H h (X a ) and there is a constant c < 1 such that j < u; V a u > j < u; h a (P a )u > +ckuk 2 for all u 2 H h (X a ). Then V a = V a a 1 is a continuous symmetric form on H h (X a ) H (X a ).
H h (X) is the form domain of h(P) and H h (X) H h (X a ) H (X a ). We work in the representation H (X) = L 2 (X a ; H (X a )) and we make a Fourier transformation in the variable x a 2 X a . Then we have (
(X a ; H h (X a )) and k a 2 X a , while the operator h(P) becomes the operator of multiplication by the operator valued-function k a 7 ! h(P a + k a ). Then for each " > 0 there is a constant c " < 1 such
This proves the lemma. Let us recall the notion of smallness at in nity which is the weak decay assumption that we need.
De nition 3.1 Let s; t 2 IR, let Y be a vector space and let L : H s (Y ) ! H t (Y ) a linear continuous operator. We shall say that L is small at in nity if it satis es one (and therefore all) of the following equivalent conditions:
is compact for some t 0 < t; a 0 ) the preceding assertion holds for all t 0 < t; b) there is 2 C 1 (Y ) with (y) = 0 (resp. 1) if j y j 1 (resp. j y j 2) and there is t 0 < t such that lim r!1 (Qr ?1 )L IB(H s ;H t 0 ) = 0; b 0 ) L has the preceding property for all 2 C 1 (Y ) with (y) = 0 (resp. 1) near zero (resp. near 1) and all t 0 < t. Now we prove the assertion concerning ( + H " ) ?1 . Using the equality ( + H " ) ?1 = ( + h(P)) ?1=2 1 + ( + h(P)) ?1=2 V " ( + h(P)) ?1=2 ] ?1 ( + h(P)) ?1=2 it is enough to show that there are and < 1 independent of " , such that ( + h(P)) ?1=2 V " ( + h(P)) ?1=2 < 1. But ( + h(P)) ?1=2 V " ( + h(P)) ?1=2 = X a ( + h(P)) ?1=2 ( + "h a (P a )) ?1 V a ( + "h a (P a )) ?1 a 1:( + h(P)) ?1=2 hence ( + h(P)) ?1=2 V " ( + h(P)) ?1=2 This function is norm continuous, tends in norm to zero at in nity, and 0 < F(k a ) 1.
So m(k a ) sup F(k a ) = kF(k a )k ! 0 as k a ! 1. But m(k a ) is the upper bound of the spectrum of F(k a ) and depends continuously on k a (by the norm-continuity of F). Since X a is a connected set we see that the range of m has to be an interval. Finally, one has (H a ) = S ka2X a (H a (k a )) (see section 8.2.4 in ABG]), which clearly shows that (H a ) is an interval which has to be a half-line. This nishes the proof.
Application: Relativistic Hamiltonians with Coulomb Potentials
We consider the quantum mechanical many-body problem of electrons and xed nuclei interacting via Coulomb forces with a relativistic form for the kinetic energy. The HWZ theorem for this model has been established in LSV]; here we show that this situation is covered by our general Theorem 3.2. a 2 L we take: X a = fx 2 X j P k2C x k = 0 for each C 2 ag X a = fx 2 X j x i = x j if i; j belong to the same cluster of ag.
As we explained in 2.4 only the choice of the spaces X a is really important. 
The Mourre Estimate
In this section we prove that for N-body dispersive systems the Mourre estimate holds outside a set of points (called thresholds) which can be described explicitly in terms of eigenvalues of some subhamiltonians. The conjugate operator is the generator of dilations D = 1 2 (< Q; P > + < P; Q >) on X. We will denote by D a the generator of dilations on X a (D = D amax ). We shall keep the notations introduced above. We say that A is conjugate to H at the point 2 IR if~ H ( ) > 0. Let J IR a Borel set; if~ H ( ) > 0 for all 2 J we say that A is locally conjugate to H on J.
4.2. For each a 2 L , we de ne the operator H a = h(P a The next lemma contains a technical result that will be needed in the proof of the main theorem of this section. Now the proof can be completed as follows. Since U is compact, on may choose anite number of neighborhoods U(x 1 ); :::; U(x n ) covering U. Let (H a (k a )) (3) (e) From our hypotheses it follows that there is c 3 > 0 such that k a h 0 (P a +k a ) c 3 > 0 for each k a = 2 V a . Finally, if we take " 0 inf(c 2 ; c 3 ) and ' 0 2 C 1 0 (IR) with ' 0 ( ) 6 = 0 such that (3) holds for " 0 and ' 0 , we get:
' 0 (H a (k a ))f H a (k a ); iD a ] + k a h 0 (P a + k a )g' 0 (H a (k a )) inf(c 2 ; c 3 )' 2 0 (H a (k a )) this completes the proof of the theorem.
4.3. We summarize in the next theorem some consequences concerning the spectral properties of the dispersive N-body hamiltonian H. Here we need that H be of class Proof. The rst assertion will hold inductively given the conclusion of the second assertion for subsystems and the de nition of thresholds. Our hypotheses imply that H is of class C 1;1 (D) ; for this we use Proposition 7.5.7 and Theorem 7.5.8 in ABG] with =< Q >. Since H is bounded from below, it has a spectral gap. Then the second and the third assertion are consequences of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 7.4.2 of ABG] and also of the rst assertion. The last assertion follows from Theorem 7.4.1 and Proposition 7.4.4 of ABG].
